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Building a Habitat for the Digital Humanities: Adding Digital Project Support to the Library Services 

Jason J. Battles, Thomas C. Wilson, Shawn Averkamp,  

The support that academic librarians provide faculty has traditionally been a more sophisticated version 
of the reference support given to students. As technology becomes a greater part of academic research 
across all disciplines, librarians are in a position to take our expertise in metadata and web standards, 
digital project management, and usability research to provide a new type of service for faculty. The 
University of Alabama Libraries is experimenting with channeling this distributed tech expertise to 
support faculty research initiatives through the newly established Alabama Digital Humanities Center. 
This new level of technology and consulting services may prove to be an important new direction for 
library support of faculty research. From assisting faculty in setting up  content management systems, to 
creating successful metadata management strategies, to providing web design assistance for sites that 
support the faculty member's research and teaching, technology librarians can help position the library 
as a vital service point for faculty technology and information needs. 

In our presentation, we will provide details on the variety of projects in which we assisted faculty. These 
projects include assisting faculty in selecting, installing and configuring a CMS for their class; helping 
faculty manage research data sets to facilitate easier analysis; and providing web design support for 
faculty projects and classes. We will also share the lessons learned from our consultations on these 
faculty projects and discuss the positives and negatives of providing this level of specialized assistance. 
How did we fit this work into the busy daily activities of our technology librarians? 

 These new consulting services were made possible through the relationships with faculty that emerged 
with the planning, construction and opening of the Alabama Digital Humanities Center. This high-tech 
space within the library provides SMART boards, EganWalls, multiple projectors, a large touchscreen 
monitor, several computers with specialized software, and conferencing software for faculty and 
graduate research. Creating this area and inviting faculty to use it for research, courses, and 
experimentation necessitated the creation of a support mechanism. Rather than basic tech support 
solutions, the technology librarians stepped up to aid faculty at a far more involved level by using our 
often unique expertise with the very technologies they were seeking to harness for their own academic 
efforts. 

 

 

 



Building library mobile web 

Yongming Wang, Jia Mi 

The mobile trend is happening and big! This presentation will show the different approaches to build the 
mobile website, from simple and easy to advanced technique. Practical skills and code examples. 
Anybody can start building the library mobile web after attending this presentation. 

 

Building the New Open Linked Library : Theory and Practice 

Trish Rose-Sandler, Joel Richard, Keri Thompson 

Many of us already have rich content available on the web that is locked in legacy systems that are not 
open and do not allow harvesting, linking, or re-use.  How might we transform this content so it can be 
integrated into our new open linked data model?  How can we then leverage the tools we create as part 
of our open linked library to re-purpose our own content to create new content, or reuse that content in 
other digital library products?  

The first part of our presentation will discuss planning for the creation of a digital library built on open 
data principles, including creating or selecting tools that allow internal and external re-use of content.  
Planning for this new open linked library includes working out ways to integrate existing content into 
the new data model and leveraging existing library metadata and descriptive standards to enable linking 
and reuse.  We will use the example of the Smithsonian Institution Libraries' Digital Library to 
demonstrate how one can plan for and integrate legacy data into the new open linked library. 

The second part of the presentation will use the example of the Biodiversity Heritage Library (BHL) to 
demonstrate how open linked principles have played out in a real world context. The Biodiversity 
Heritage Library is an international consortium of the world's leading natural history museum libraries, 
botanical libraries, and research institutions organized to digitize, serve, and preserve the legacy 
literature of biodiversity.  From the beginning the BHL partners envisioned the collection as being 
"open" - available to anyone regardless of geographic location or affiliation - and linked into a global 
Biodiversity Commons.  This approach was meant to serve three primary purposes 1) make biodiversity 
data trapped in print literature available to foster scientific research 2) support the public use of these 
data,  and 3) build a web of science.  We will explore different methods and technologies BHL has used 
for linking and opening our data and then show examples of  imaginative re-use of our data by other 
individuals and projects.   

 

 

 

 



Changing Times: How mobile solutions provide a catalyst for expanded community reach and 
relevance 

Greg Carpenter, Jim Loter 

The recession has provided a unique, yet challenging, opportunity for public libraries. Due to shrinking 
government funds, most libraries are faced with steep budget cuts – in some cases as much as a third. 
Yet, high unemployment rates have reinvigorated libraries' relevance as an important community 
resource through services such as resume development and career information workshops, job bank 
access and providing links to essential educational and community services.  
 
Moving forward, how can libraries' leverage the current enthusiasm for services to grow as a community 
hub– even as we move towards economic recovery? The answer is mobile.  
 
In late 2010, Boopsie uncovered a notable trend in mobile library access – the majority of queries via 
mobile devices were not for reference information. Instead, 60% of all queries were for non-catalogue 
services such as branch location and hours, events and reading lists. The data suggests mobile access 
provides a key opportunity for libraries to expand reach and relevance - not just for reference services 
but, more importantly, to enhance their role in fostering community cohesion. 
 
This presentation – hosted by Greg Carpenter, CEO of Boopsie and Jim Loter, Director of IT for The 
Seattle Public Library - will highlight Boopsie's approach to developing world-class mobile solutions for 
libraries and elaborate on the opportunities mobile devices present to expand library services and foster 
social capital; considerations for evaluating and designing both web- and app-based mobile solutions; 
and ways librarians can stay ahead of the curve in a rapidly evolving mobile marketplace.  
 
With more than 23,000 downloads and mobile traffic that averages 100,000 queries per week, Seattle 
Public Library has one of the largest base of mobile users in the nation. Jim Loter will share insight on 
The Seattle Public Library's mobile strategy, share usage data and talk about the learnings since their 
May 2010 launch. 
 
The goal of this session is to provide insight and foster discussion that will help libraries in the process of 
developing and/or evolving mobile strategies make informed decisions about content, access and the 
user experience. 
 
Cloudy in Malibu: Pepperdine Libraries' Migration to OCLC's Webscale Management System 

Michael Dula, Grace Ye  

In early 2010, Pepperdine University Libraries made the risky decision to migrate all of our library data 
and systems functionality to OCLC's Webscale Management System, a cloud-based system just 
beginning development. One of the initial four pilot institutions, Pepperdine went live in December 
2010.  

Our presentation will discuss: 

• Why we made the decision 



• What it means to have all of our data in the cloud, and how we maintain a balance between 
private, semi-private, and public information 

• Data migration lessons 

• Where we are now in terms of functionality 
• Lessons learned, workflow changes, and cultural impact 

• Return on Investment 
• Our anticipated path forward 

 

Combining XTF and the cloud => powerful digital collections presence at a low cost 

Al Cornish  

This presentation describes the blend of two tools - an open source digital content platform and low-
cost, cloud-based infrastructure services that are used to create an online domain expert database, the 
Naval Reactors History Database (http://navalreactorshistorydb.info/).    

The key software tool used to support this online database is the California Digital Library's eXtensible 
Text Framework (XTF) open source platform.   XTF supports enhanced search features like faceted 
browsing, spelling correction, similar items searching, and the output of search results to RSS.  XTF's 
display is highly-customizable through the modification of XSLT stylesheets.  The hardware 
infrastructure for this database is based on Amazon Web Services' Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) service.   

The costs of creating and maintaining this online database will be described and analyzed in-depth.  XTF 
is oriented towards centralized digital collections building; as a result, its use won't fit the needs of some 
libraries and special collections/archival settings.  However, the combination of XTF and a cloud server 
running an open source Linux operating system offers a compelling, low-cost option for digital 
collections delivery.    

Confluence: Bringing It All Together on OCLC's Cooperative Platform 

Kathryn Harnish,  Al Cornish 

con·flu·ence (k n fl-ns) n. 1. a. A flowing together of two or more streams. In bringing together data, 
technology, and community, the OCLC Cooperative Platform defines confluence...and offers new ways 
to customize the library’s management and discovery environments. Start with rich repositories of data 
about library collections and activities. Add in software built on a service-based architecture. Couple 
these with the creativity of the library community, third parties, and individual developers. Where these 
flow together, you have the Cooperative Platform — an infrastructure that allows unprecedented 
opportunities to develop and share apps built on or integrated with OCLC data and services.  

Since it’s clear that the applications necessary to support library workflows and services will come from 
many sources, a key goal for the Cooperative Platform is to provide supplier-neutral services that are 



suitable for public consumption. Adherence to this objective will maximize collaborative innovation by 
and for the library community.  

From a practical standpoint, the Cooperative Platform offers:  

• A “toolbox” for developers that want to use OCLC services and data to build new or enhance 
existing applications - including integration with OCLC user interfaces!  

• An “App Gallery” through which libraries can easily share apps created by the community  
• Support for collaboration and cooperation within the library community  

Collaboration has been essential to Platform development, with regular engagement between OCLC and 
the project’s library and vendor pilot organizations. This presentation will be given by Kathryn Harnish, 
Product Manager for the Cooperative Platform, and pilot participant Al Cornish, Head, Library Systems 
at Washington State University. Al will discuss the pilot experience, as well as the potential benefits of 
the Platform for the library community. The program also includes a demonstration of third-party 
Platform applications, giving attendees concrete examples of how this new environment brings 
community innovation — and new value! — into library workflows and services. 

Crowd-sourcing the creation of "articles" within the Biodiversity Heritage Library 

Bianca Crowley  

The Biodiversity Heritage Library (BHL) is a repository of digitized books and journals about biodiversity 
from 12 of the world's leading natural history and botanical garden libraries.  BHL content can be 
searched at the title level (i.e. a particular book/journal), item level (i.e. a specific volume), and even 
page level (e.g. pg 5), but not at the article level.   

 Because article-level searching is a desirable access point for our end users we first investigated 
automated means of extracting article metadata with some promising results.  But more extensive 
algorithmic data mining of our OCR'd pages revealed there would be too many challenges with 
heterogeneous text layout, variable typesettings, and character sets for the this approach to be 
successful across all records in BHL.   

  Without more reliable automated means of "article-izing" our content, we then turned to our users to 
crowd-source the creation of articles and metadata. We developed a tool for users to create their own 
articles by selecting specific pages for download as a pdf file.  As part of this process, users are 
encouraged to enter descriptive metadata such as title, author, and keywords.  The pdf, along with its 
user-generated citation metadata, is then stored and made available for searching in BHL's citation 
repository known as Citebank. 

 BHL staff are currently doing an analysis of this article-ized content in order to answer several 
questions, some of which include: What patterns in user-generated metadata emerge and what can 
those patterns teach us about improving user interfaces and forms? How do we incentivize users who 
are creating metadata for more personal uses to contribute that metadata as part of a public commons 



for others to use?  How well does user-generated metadata integrate with existing metadata in the 
repository?  Free to specify their own article boundaries, how often do users create true articles? 

 The presenter(s) will share their findings and make recommendations on how to improve crowd-
sourced article-ization of e-book content for mass digitization library projects. 

 

Data Management Services as a Foundation for Repository Growth and Integration 

Wayne Johnston  

One of the major challenges faced by institutional repositories (IRs) is engaging and retaining faculty 
interest.  It can be difficult to convince faculty that submitting scholarly output to the IR is in their own 
best interest and therefore warrants the extra time and effort.  In contrast, offering to assist faculty with 
their research data generates overwhelming enthusiasm.  As we follow through with data management 
services and solutions we build strong relationships with faculty based on trust and respect.  From that 
foundation it becomes much easier to present the advantages of repository submissions.  The growth of 
IR collections is further promoted as we integrate repository submission with the workflows of the 
research teams.  Collections including the data itself as well as reports, presentations and scholarly 
articles serve the researchers well but as we integrate those digital assets with our course management 
system they also contribute to the teaching mission.  The end results are healthy collections that not 
only grow in size but also in usage. 

This presentation will feature one case study to illustrate the concept of building the IR on top of data 
management services.  An engineering professor working in groundwater contamination has been 
collecting data since 1989 without any semblance of a data management strategy.  The Library began 
working with the research team early in 2010.  Our first step was to conduct a thorough needs 
assessment which was then translated into a one-year work plan with a series of phased deliverables.  
Components of the plan include data migration, establishment of a central system for storage of digital 
assets, backup and preservation solutions, file naming and metadata recommendations, and assistance 
with hiring a database manager/analyst.  Building on these accomplishments the research team has 
developed a strong collection in the IR.  We have also developed mechanisms to integrate IR submission 
into their workflows.  This collection, supplemented by a complimentary digital collection f  rom another 
discipline, is harvested by our course management system for use in the classroom. 

This model of building the IR on top of a data management foundation has tangible benefits for both the 
research and the teaching enterprise at our institution. 

 

Data visualization and digital humanities research:  a survey of available data sets and tools 

Erik Mitchell, Susan Smith  



There has been a growing interest in publicly accessible data in digital archives (e.g Jstor's Data for 
Research, the Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research, Google's NGram Viewer and 
Google's Data visualization tools).  Although these systems are becoming more prevalent, the tools and 
skills required to make effective use of them, much less to add to them, are still in their infancy.  Recent 
publications in Science (http://www.sciencemag.org/content/early/2010/12/15/science.1199644) 
emphasize the growing importance of this area of research and its utility in learning and research 
environments in colleges and universities. 

The ready availability of these tools makes new opportunities available for libraries who want to both 
support this form of research and who want to explore and visualize local data sets using these tools.  
The goal of this presentation is to discuss these systems in depth and  to identify potential use cases in 
research and teaching environments.  The presenters will focus on several potential use cases and will 
show quickly how to, process, upload and explore locally created data in these systems. 

The session outcomes will include participant familiarity with data-focused research systems, 
introduction to tools and skills required to use these systems and participant awareness of methods that 
would allow the exploration of local data. 

 

 

Drupal & Summon: Keeping Article Discovery in the Library 

Ken Varnum  

Drupal and Summon are two popular tools for building library web sites and improving patron service. 
At the University of Michigan Library, we built a Drupal module to harness the search power of the 
Summon API and present search result within the context of the library web site.  

In this talk, participants will learn about why we chose to keep our library's users "on site" as long as 
possible, how we built our Drupal module using the Summon API (and contributed it back to the Drupal 
community), and explore the impact of the new article discovery tool has had on database and Google 
Scholar searching. 

 

Easy In, Easy Out: Customizing Your Open Source Publishing Software 

Tabatha Farney  

Librarians and libraries are becoming increasingly involved in content creation. This presentation focuses 
on a detailed comparison of two open source publishing platforms, Open Journal Systems (OJS) and 
Drupal's E-Journal module. Presenters will cover: 1) what each is like out of the box and how data and 
metadata input can be customized; 2) how that data and metadata are presented to the journal reader; 
3) and different techniques for exporting data and metadata for ingest into digital repositories and other 



resources to promote discoverability of content. Presenters will also share lessons learned in using the 
two systems as publishing platforms for an undergraduate research journal (OJS) and a state library 
association journal (E-Journal). 

 

eBooks, Mobile Technologies, & Seamless Service Integration: 3 Emerging Models of Mobile Device 
Access to Academic Library Resources 

Avril Cunningham  

After the Christmas 2010 boom in mobile device purchases, our library's public service desks were 
beginning to be asked the question "How do I use my Kindle, iPad, etc to download the library's 
eBooks?"  Since the USC Libraries did not at that time have a website specifically made for mobile 
devices, we began a 4 month/ 4 device experiment purchasing the latest eReaders and tablets and 
cracking the DRM conundrum using the latest eReader apps. We acquired a Kindle3, iPad, Samsung 
Galaxy Tab (Android 2.2), and Barnes & Noble Nook Color. After experimentation, we were able to see 
and document three common scenarios or access models for DRM protected academic eBooks and 
mobile devices. The presentation covers those three models in detail: (1) web enabled browsers to 
download eBooks as epubs handling Digital Rights Management (2.) QR code scanning eBook databases 
and the library catalog to download and read eBooks (3.) Using iOS/Android apps to add one touch  

 eBook access to your mobile device. It will also cover eBook annotation tools to mark up, annotate, and 
finally share via your social network turning your eBook reading into an online community activity. 

By the end of the presentation, participants will know: 

• Why researches use eBooks and their expectations of using eBooks on their mobile devices 

• The three different emerging models of access for academic libraries eBook collections and 
mobile devices (web-enabled mobile browser, QR Code download, and iOS/Android App)  

• How to use embedded Info Tools in eBooks to annotate, mark-up, and share their eBooks with 
their social network 

 

eXtensible Catalog: Tools for the creation and use of RDA, FRBRized and linked data 

David Lindahl  

David Lindahl, an executive director of eXtensible Catalog (XC), will discuss how XC transforms legacy 
metadata formats towards FRBR, RDA, and linked-data environments and integrates any ILS with any 
next generation catalog. Enhancements to XC metadata services enable individual libraries to convert 
MARC metadata into a FRBRized, RDA compliant schema at a whopping 2.5 million records per hour.  
The XC discovery layer includes faceted browsing of catalog and repository data built on the Drupal 
Content Management system, with FRBR Group 1 entities available to both the catalog and to any 



library website applications.  Current XC development work will bring integrated support for linked data 
into the mix.   

XC software offers an end-to-end suite of next-generation catalog applications that includes toolkits to 
connect to major commercial and open-source ILSs for catalog records, authentication, circulation and 
patron features.  A MARC normalization service includes over 20 transformations that cleanup and 
prepare metadata for use in next generation discovery software.  XC software is committed to using 
standards and protocols, and takes a leadership role in the open source development of tools for 
communication over the NCIP 2.x protocol, as well as the development of one of the first metadata 
schemas (XC schema) to make use of evolving RDA elements and roles.  

 

Finding finding aids: bringing integrated search strategies to special collections 

Marliese Thomas  

Finding aids - and the nature of the collections they represent - are not inherently easy to search. While 
the catalog at Auburn University Libraries did have a MARC record for most finding aids, this information 
was still basic, at best. Additionally, many finding aids were being edited for Encoded Archival 
Description (EAD) compliance. To allow for full searching, a project was launched to create a digital 
collection of finding aids, exposed to search engines and accessible anywhere online. In an effort to 
maximize the metadata being created, minimize duplication of work, and extend how patrons can 
discover the Libraries’ collections, staff investigated how to standardize and share that data between 
systems.  

 

Getting a Handle on Learning Objects: An Object Repository and the Tutorial Remix Project 

Scott Rice  

E-learning objects such as screencasts present a number of problems: maintenance, proliferation, 
ownership, reusability, standards, consistency, assessment, etc.  Library tutorials also present many of 
the same problems with the additional difficulty of generally being large projects and not easily 
modifiable.  In order to present a unified solution to many of these issues, two linked projects were 
undertaken: an E-learning Object Repository and the Tutorial Remix project.   

The E-Learning Center is a repository to hold all learning objects created by librarians at the institution 
and additionally contains links to over a hundred vendor-produced screencasts and tutorials.   Putting all 
e-learning objects into a central database and repository makes it possible to keep objects up-to-date, 
increase awareness of the objects, assess and make the objects available to be reused in research 
guides, course management systems, and anywhere point-of-need e-learning is required.  Vendor 
objects were included because they relieve librarians of the problem of creating multiple screencasts for 



the incredible number of databases provided to users.  Vendors also have a vested interest in keeping 
their learning objects up-to-date and of a certain quality. 

The Tutorial Remix Project utilizes the learning objects contained in the repository to make them truly 
reusable and able to be mixed and matched in any number of ways, depending upon need.   The old 
tutorial was broken apart from its current six-module structure into over a dozen topic-delimited 
learning objects.  Faculty or librarians can access the tutorial remixer and create a customized tutorial 
which includes any or all of the parts of the old tutorial, as well as any other e-learning objects that have 
been created by the institutions’ librarians or vendor learning objects that have been added to the 
repository.   An additional component of the project allows librarians to include pools of questions for 
each created learning object and creators of tutorials can configure the quiz at the end of the tutorial to 
ask a variable number of questions depending on what is emphasized.  The quiz results and proof of 
tutorial completion can be accomplished in a number of ways selected by the tutorial creator. 

 

Google Apps For Your Library 

Robin Hastings  

This presentation will show attendees how one library went from an Exchange mail system to the 
Google Apps for Domains hosted service. We'll start with the actual changeover process and continue to 
the way the staff uses the service now. Participants will be able to map their current use of email and 
document management to possibilities offered by Google. 

 

Improving the Single Sign On Experience: NISO's ESPReSSO (Establishing Suggested Practices 
Regarding Single Sign On) Recommended Practice 

Heather Staines, David Kennedy  

Whether driven by the need for a simple way to access a multitude of library resources and services or 
to ensure the maintenance of data privacy, more institutions are turning to Single Sign On access. 
Keeping up with the ever growing list of national federations around the globe and the often unique 
requirements each insists upon keeps technology teams at publishers and aggregators on their toes. To 
streamline the process and provide guidance for publishers and federations that are just getting started, 
NISO created the ESPReSSO Working Group (Establishing Suggested Practices for Single Sign On). Come 
learn how the implementation process is being documented and how experiences are being shared. 
Investigating and implementing Single Sign On whether it is via Athens or Shibboleth, can seem like a 
lonely solitary struggle, but it doesn’t have to be. Come learn how publishers, libraries, and federations 
are working together to ease the process for everyone. 

  The ESPReSSO Working Group Report will be made available with an expected date of summer 2011, 
along with a resources site to guide publishers, federations, and libraries. The ESPReSSO Recommended 



Practice document recommends practical solutions for improving the success of SSO authentication 
technologies for providing a seamless experience for the user. It further aims to promote the adoption 
of one or more Single Sign On solution to make the access improvements a reality. After an overview of 
the Working Groups Recommended Practice, Heather Staines (Springer Science + Business Media) will 
raise issues of particular concern to content providers, and David Kennedy (Johns Hopkins University) 
will address the library perspective. (www.niso.org/workrooms/sso) 

 

Leveraging Student Data to Personalize Your Library Web Site 

Ian Chan, Pearl Ly  

Academic libraries have access to a tremendous amount of untapped information on their students: 
course enrollment data. Libraries have yet to leverage this information to build user-specific 
personalization into their systems. Even among college and universities, there have been very limited 
efforts towards developing systems that integrate user data to build intelligent web sites. 
Personalization within web sites has proven highly successful among users as demonstrated by Amazon, 
Facebook, Netflix, and others. This presentation will describe how libraries can extract course 
enrollment data from our campus systems and improve the research experience for students. It will 
offer insight on the selection of data used and the application of that data within the Library's web 
systems. The presenter will also discuss issues concerning privacy and how we safeguard our student's 
information.  

At California State University San Marcos (CSUSM), the Library is integrating course enrollment data 
within its web site to provide students with a better, targeted research experience. The Library web site 
now generates a customized user profile using a student's classes. Using a subject-specific taxonomy, 
those course selections are dynamically cross-linked to relevant Library resources. This allows the 
Library to provide tailored resource recommendations based on a student's research needs, such as 
library research guides and subject librarians. In addition, using the course selections for each student, 
the system automatically associates relevant reserve materials. For faculty, this system allows the 
Library to generate subject-specific library resource widgets for use within the university's learning 
management system.  

Attendees will learn how Drupal and other content management systems are readily able to serve as 
frameworks for creating sites that leverage a user's interests to provide relevant context. The 
presentation will include information on the Drupal modules utilized and the role of each module. The 
presenter will also describe the assessment methods used to study the effectiveness of this project. This 
segment of the presentation will focus on the process of selecting and applying assessment tools as part 
of the assessment methodology and the goals associated with each tool. An overview of the findings 
derived from the assessment process and its associated user experience studies will be shared. 



From this presentation, attendees will learn how academic libraries can successfully build intelligence 
and user-context into their web sites by integrating student data. Our assessment findings will 
demonstrate benefits of adding personalization and custom user profiles to the library web site. 

 

Making Smartphones Smarter in the Library: Reaching Mobile Users with QR Codes 

Benjamin Rawlins, Anne Morrow, Nancy Lombardo 

According to 2011 and 2009 PEW Internet and American Life Project reports, 85% of Americans over the 
age of 18 own a cell phone or smartphone; of those 32% have accessed the Internet using their device.  
Not surprisingly, many libraries have been interested in engaging in opportunities to reach patrons via 
mobile devices.  The main challenge has not been in creating a mobile environment but rather how to 
connect library users to that mobile environment.  The emergence of QR codes has created 
opportunities for libraries to connect users to library services and resources in the mobile environment. 

QR, or 'quick response,' codes are two dimensional barcodes that can be scanned with a mobile device 
that is equipped with a camera.  Once the code is scanned the mobile device is prompted to load a 
webpage, display text or other data contained in the code.  These codes are becoming widely used in 
marketing, industry, and retail.  Delta Airlines uses QR codes to issue etickets, advertisers are routinely 
including QR codes in print ads to lead consumers to informational websites, and Best Buy uses QR 
codes in their stores to link customers to product information and reviews. 

In 2010 the University of Utah Libraries began deploying QR codes as a means of delivering information 
and services to patrons via their mobile devices.  The campus libraries are currently using QR codes in a 
variety of ways, from linking to library resources and maps to digital learning objects and maps.  Also in 
2010, Paul G. Blazer Library at Kentucky State University began implementing QR codes into the online 
catalog.  QR codes have also been used to promote Kentucky State University's new mobile library 
website.  Additional applications and planned future applications will also be discussed. 

This interactive presentation will introduce QR codes and demonstrate how they can be used by libraries 
to connect users to information they want at the point of need.  Free QR code generation and 
management systems, such as BeeTagg, used to generate and track usage statistics for QR codes will be 
demonstrated.  Additionally, the various QR readers will be identified and demonstrated, and the 
audience will be encouraged to download a QR reader on their devices in order to scan the various 
resources provided for them. 

 

Making Waves: Library IT as a Disruptive Force 

Erin White, Thomas McNulty  



Library systems departments are dealing with growing work loads and are increasingly embedded in 
every area of librarianship, yet the onus for organizational change still frequently lies on other 
departments within the organization. Being the driving force of change is difficult in any organization, 
but what specific challenges do Library IT departments face when trying to field new technology that's 
not fueled by librarian demands? 

In this session we'll examine the roles library systems departments take in making change happen within 
libraries, obstacles to implementing change, and how to make the most of your position in the library. 
Presenters will give examples of change initiated from within the systems department at our institution, 
discuss the impact of the project, and the need for consensus-building. We'll also hope to hear your 
experiences as change agents at your institutions, and explore the future opportunities inherent in the 
changing role of the "systems librarian." 

 

Managing the data flow: from the spring of ideas to the pool of knowledge 

Robert Olendorf, Zoe Chao, Amy Jackson 

In response to recent NSF and NIH requirements for Data Management Plans and making data more 
available, academic libraries have taken a larger role in preserving and curating research data within 
their home institutions.   We are also being proactive by anticipating similar requirements from all 
federal funding agencies, and have broadened the concept of data to include all the academic output of 
our institution. This includes, but is not limited to, humanities data, equipment development, artistic 
creations etc. 

With a tradition of providing expertise in organizing and making information available, libraries are a 
natural home for these activities.  Institutional Repositories (IRs) are reasonable choices for storing and 
disseminating datasets. Currently the platforms for IRs (e.g. DSpace or EPrint) have served mostly for 
text-based content. The integration of raw data in IRs for accessibility and discovery is a process in need 
of further investigation and development. We aim to build a workflow that involves data professionals 
with data from the planning stages through to final archiving.  

We are integrating the library faculty into the grant writing process by working closely with the research 
support officers and other research support staff at the university. We also routinely engage faculty at 
different stages of data creation and attempt to create new and creative ways for faculty make their 
data available to a wider audience. Our data librarians, metadata librarian and the IR manager also work 
together to create robust and user friendly workflows for enriching data with metadata and depositing 
data in the IR or other more appropriate destinations. 

 We found that faculty who wish to make their data available are interested in making their data 
available to wide audiences. Several have come up with unique and successful ways of disseminating 
data, including posting images and moves on Flickr or Youtube, or creating educational website for K-12 
featuring their data. 



 

Open Web Analytics: A Case for Sharing Website Use Data 

Tabatha Farney  

More librarians are involved in the process of creating website content as libraries adopt content 
management systems like Drupal and other content creation tools such as LibGuides. These tools 
require little web design knowledge to create, modify, and share web content, but they seldom provide 
feedback to the content authors about the effectiveness of the information they generate. Libraries can 
remedy this by sharing website use data that provides information about website users and their 
interactions on a website. This data is typically only viewed by website managers as they are the ones 
that collect it, but the data has the potential to be useful for anyone involved with the content creation 
process. The Web Services Librarian at the University of Colorado at Colorado Springs found that sharing 
standard website usage reports was not particularly useful as they contain too much irrelevant data and 
jargon that confused those who are unfamiliar with anal yzing website statistics. By filtering the massive 
amounts of website use data into essential and accessible reports, she was able to provide the 
necessary data that librarians could use to make improved web design decisions. 

 This presentation discusses how to regularly share website use data with content creators using APIs 
and other strategies that can be found in a variety of web analytics tools. Discover how to identify and 
mine essential website use data and how to effectively share customized web analytics reports with 
your LibGuides or library website's content creators. 

 

Out of the Box versus API: A Tale of Two Primo Implementations 

Michelle Frisque, Stu Baker  

In 2008 Northwestern University started a journey towards launching a resource discovery tool, Primo, 
to its user community. The University Library chose to implement Primoâ€™s out of the box solution 
while the Health Sciences Library decided to use Primoâ€™s API to create their own search discovery 
interface. Representatives from each library will discuss why they chose the implementation solution 
they did, the resources required to implement their chosen solution, the reactions of each user 
community to the tool when the new solution was released, results of usability studies and future plans. 
They will also consider what, if anything, each library would have done differently with the knowledge 
learned during the process.  

Whether you are implementing a federated search/resource discovery tool, another third party vendor 
product or an open source solution that offers out of the box capabilities and an API option, this 
presentation will provide you with insights as to the benefits and challenges related to implementing a 
system.  

 



Outside our Comfort Zone:  The Library as Publisher 

Nicole Sump-Crethar, Robin Leech  

In 2007, the Oklahoma State University (OSU) Library system launched its first open access journal, the 
International Journal of Professional Aviation Training & Testing Research.  The journal resided, at that 
time, on our instance of Digital Commons, produced by ProQuest.  After careful consideration, in early 
2009, when we migrated our institutional repository from Digital Commons to another platform, we 
selected Open Journal Systems (OJS) from the Public Knowledge Project as our new journal publishing 
platform.  Originally released in 2001, OJS is an open source, free, customizable publishing platform 
written in PHP.  It supports author submissions and peer review, making it an optimal choice for 
scholarly journals.  Additionally OJS can be configured to accept subscriptions and to embargo issues 
based on individual journal requirements.  The OSU Library provides access to three open access titles, 
and we maintain OJS on our own Windows server.  The presentation will acquaint attendees with 
process of learning from scratch the ins and outs of serving as a journal publisher.  We will describe our 
obstacles and successes in acquiring content, challenges in educating users and librarians, efforts to 
provide training for journal managers and editors, and technical difficulties that arose during 
implementation of our OJS installation and subsequent upgrades.  We will also discuss customization 
options for OJS, the user support community, and other examples of possible uses for OJS.  Future plans 
for our e-Journals site and lessons learned will be discussed, as well as time for questions and audience 
input. 

 

Perpetual Access to Digital Assets: Preservation Strategies at Colorado State University Libraries 

Beth Oehlerts, Shu Liu  

Academic institutions creating digital assets locally must implement an organizational framework that 
ensures long-term access to these assets.  Academic librarians who build and maintain digital collections 
must be conversant in current and emerging technologies and sustain true working partnerships with 
technology staff.  They must know and understand digitization standards, file formats, file-naming 
conventions, technology platforms, web applications, resource discovery tools, and national and 
international digital preservation best practices. Our presentation will introduce Colorado State 
University Libraries' (CSUL) digital archive and our data preservation policy and procedures, which 
includes the principles of risk management, loss prevention, and the long-term preservation of our 
digital assets.  Our strategy and approach is to create data files which comply with our risk management 
and loss prevention goals. We will discuss the importance of establishing local file-naming conventions, 
data organization, and recording metadata; the activities of which are required for the long-term 
preservation of digital data, its migration, and its access via resourcediscovery tools. We will 
demonstrate how the collaborative relationship with our technology staff results in a more secure digital 
archival environment. Our presentation will review some of the preservation and loss prevention 
problems we have encountered and discuss our future plans. We will end with audience participation in 
a discussion of digital preservation and loss prevention strategies. 



Practical Approaches to the Cloud in YOUR Library 

Edward M. Corrado, Heather Lea Moulaison  

This interactive presentation on cloud computing builds on your current understanding of cloud 
technologies and helps you envision practical uses for cloud computing in YOUR library, be it a public, 
school, academic, government, special, or corporate library. Cloud computing in libraries is more than 
data storage and access to services; it is a complex and evolving solution that must take issues like 
staffing, physical resources, and preservation of patron privacy into consideration. To make the most of 
cloud computing, librarians have to know and understand the issues, and to be familiar with what it 
takes to move a service or data to the cloud. 

The presenters, co-editors of "Getting Started with Cloud Computing: A LITA Guide", will begin by 
describing some of the finer points of cloud computing as it relates to libraries and discussing some of its 
most important features. A brief discussion of the pros and cons of moving to the cloud will be included. 
The presentation will continue with an overview showcasing some of the most popular cloud 
technologies in libraries; how some librarians are taking advantage of cloud computing in their libraries 
will also be explored. Attendees will be encouraged to share their own experiences and their expertise 
throughout the whole of the session, but will be especially encouraged to participate during this part 
and to post URLs of examples to Twitter after explaining the project to the group. 

Finally, participants will see a step-by-step demonstration of how to set up a service for their libraries in 
the cloud. The demonstration will feature relevant and useful examples, explained so that participants 
will be able to replicate them at their home institutions, or in some instances, may even be able to 
follow along during the session. 

Participants who attend this session will learn more about and discuss the dynamic field of cloud 
computing in libraries. Attendees will be confident in their knowledge of a cloud-based technology and 
will have solid ideas about what’s going on in other libraries and about putting that technology to work 
in their own libraries. They will also find ample opportunities to interact with the presenters and with 
fellow attendees and will be able to share insights with the group and learn from their peers. 

 

Re-purposing OpenURL data to create OPAC journal holdings:  Taking fuzzy data from a black box, 
crossing your fingers and putting it in your OPAC. 

Tim Ribaric  

Since mid-2008 the James A. Gibson Library has been exporting data from its OpenURL resolver data to 
create Journal record in its catalogue.  The only thing is the OpenURL data is not extensively checked, 
verified, or vetted before the process begins. A switch if flipped, the data exports, we cross our fingers 
and hope for the best when it enters the OPAC.  This process has given us tens of thousands of new 
journal titles in our catalogue but at a price.  The journal records that are created are skeletal, and often 
with wrong coverage statements but we work hard to correct anything problems brought forth.  The 



end result is a very fluid monthly update process that has titles enter and exit our catalogue without 
much human intervention that flies in the face of conventional library Cataloguing practices.   No MARC 
records are downloaded from providers, sometimes records only have a link to a journal and an ISSN.  A 
further benefit of this process is that we  were able to add all 5000 titles found in the Directory of Open 
Access journals to our catalogue without any effort.   All of these victories are not without associated 
failures.  Oddly formatted data once destroyed 50,000 catalogue records and created an irate group of 
end users. 

I would like to share the ups and downs of this process, to have a look at how many “free” catalogue 
records we got out of the process, and the Open Source Software that I used to facilitate the process, 
plus potential future directions that include loading eBook information in a similar way. 

 

Social Networking the Catalog: A Community Based Approach to Building Your Catalog and Collection 

Margaret Heller, Nell Taylor  

The Chicago Underground Library (CUL) is a replicable model for community collections. It uses the lens 
of an archive to examine the creative, political, and intellectual interdependencies of a city, tracing how 
people have worked together, who influenced whom, where ideas first developed, and how they spread 
from one publication to another through individuals. Items in the collection range from zines to 
bestsellers to literary journals, all of which are bound together by their common association with the 
city of Chicago. The Internet, usually seen as a system for global connectivity, is in this realm an effective 
agent to connect and support a very localized endeavor: it provides equal access for content producers 
and consumers; allows for the formation of communities that self-moderate and determine their own 
priorities; welcomes professionals and non-professionals alike and helps to give a clearer picture of 
cultural details, eccentricities, and shifts as they emerge in real time. 

Cataloging is done by members of the community. Our indexing method captures every single 
contributor (authors, editors, typesetters, illustrators, etc.), and catalogers create exhaustive 
folksonomy lists of subjects so users can see how publications are linked by threads of influence. In 
addition to traditional search and browse capabilities, users can look at a map to see where each 
publication came from to discover what's been published in their neighborhood and --- crucially -- 
provide their own historical notes and additions to any catalog entry. Catalogers will then use these 
comments to enrich the record, but leave the comments to serve as a historical record of the process. 

This is then, in effect, a library catalog that builds a social network, and vice versa. The emerging 
community of practice is supported by a unique Drupal-based indexing, cataloging, and discovery 
system, developed and supported by volunteer librarians and designed to be intuitive to our non-
librarian catalogers. This presentation will discuss the CUL and demonstrate this cataloging system, 
which we hope to provide as a standalone tool that any organization can implement as both a technical 
and theoretical template to start an Underground Library in its own city, or to support participatory 



service and illuminate connections in the collections and communities that embody a more conventional 
library. 

 

Subject Snapshots: Using Data to Create a Picture of Collection Use 

Cindi Trainor, Cristina Tofan  

The goal of our project is to produce a comprehensive picture of the use of our print and electronic 
resources that can be used as a part of a collection development or management plan or in an academic 
department's accreditation process.   Data from disparate sources, including use data for print and 
electronic resources, the library website, subject guides and the institutional repository, will be gathered 
and packaged so that it can be shared with the library staff, teaching faculty, administration, and 
accrediting bodies.  We will correlate the collection data with library instruction statistics and 
institutional data (general student enrollment, number of declared major, general education 
requirements).  Three subsets of the EKU Libraries' collections will be examined with an eye toward 
confirming or disproving assumptions about how students and faculty use library resources in their 
subject areas. 

As the steps of the data collection and analysis project are explained, participants will be asked to think 
about each step in relation to his or her library and its collections.  Participants will leave the session 
with a roadmap for creating a similar analysis of parts of their collections, detailing places from which to 
collect data, stakeholders required to gather data or with whom to share the final product, and parts of 
the collection which might benefit from this type of quantitative analysis. 

 

Swimming Upstream: Assessing the Library's Role in Managing the River of Data on Campus 

Anita Riley, Christie Peters, Robin Dasler 

A team at the MD Anderson Library at the University of Houston is working on a pilot project to assess 
current data curation practices and grant-related data management plan preparedness on the part of 
University of Houston researchers. Due to the immediate need to include data management plans in 
NSF proposals, the UH Libraries are working on a plan to offer preliminary support services for data 
management as early as this spring. This assessment will help to inform future directions for data 
management support in the libraries. The University of Houston has a very decentralized campus, which 
makes it difficult for researchers who are already confused about the new mandate to find support for 
their data management needs.  We believe that this lack of a centralized data management mechanism 
on campus is resulting in researchers who are unprepared for the new NSF data management mandate 
and are struggling to meet this and other grant-related data requiremen ts.  In order to test this 
hypothesis, we will conduct interviews with grant recipients over the course of the spring 2011 
semester. Within this pilot study, we will limit our interviews to recipients of NSF and NIH grants.  Our 
hope is to expand the project to include other grant-recipient groups. 



For this study, we selected nine NSF and five NIH grant recipients that received awards during fiscal year 
2010.  These fourteen grants total over five million dollars during FY10, represent twelve science 
departments, and are made up of both individuals and interdisciplinary groups. The diversity within this 
sample will allow us to examine the data management needs across a wide cross-section of campus 
researchers. We are using an interview instrument based on that used by the Georgia Tech Libraries in a 
similar study, which is in turn based on the Data Asset Framework developed jointly by the Data 
Curation Centre and JISC.  Our hope is that this study will help the UH Libraries gain understanding of 
the data management needs of campus researchers and assess how it can best help researchers to fulfill 
those needs.  We do not expect to be the sole solution on campus, but we do hope that this study will 
serve as a first step towards creating a centralized data management solut  ion in conjunction with other 
campus units. 

 

 

 

 

The Risk of Choosing Technology: How we decide what technologies work best in our libraries. 

Tim Daniels  

In today's environment librarians are constantly bombarded with new and emerging technologies.  
These technologies can run the gambit from smart phone applications to enterprise wide systems.  How 
can we decide which technologies are the worth risking resources on, which ones to keep an eye on and 
which ones to avoid? During this session we will talk about risk aversion, how to determine your libraries 
comfort level with taking a risk and how this information can be applied to your decision making 
process. 

 

The RUresearch Data Portal: Providing Customized Access for Specific Types of Data and Primary Users 

Mary Beth Weber  

The RUresearch Data Portal gives Rutgers researchers a secure place to share their research data with 
the global scholarly community. Supplementary resources such as codebooks and publications are 
available to provide access to the entire research context behind the data.  RUresearch meets or 
exceeds all federal requirements for data sharing, such as the recent NSF data management plan 
requirement for researchers. We have focused our outreach efforts on forms of scholarship ineligible for 
traditional publication channels:  data sets and media.  Working with faculty we customize metadata 
and displays for faculty collections and offer an innovative search tool that is portable, configurable, and 
easy to use.  The presentation will provide an overview of the RUresearch Data Portal, Rutgers' data 



model, metadata for data, and a look at two projects, the Video Mosaic Collaboratory (educational 
videos for research and teaching) and the Equine Sciences Center (da ta and videos collected for the 
study and research of draft horse crosses and Bureau of Land Management mustangs).  

 

Think Big, Start Small: Getting your mobile web presence off the ground 

Kathryn Frederick  

This session will explore practical solutions for creating a mobile web site. Based on her experience 
launching the Skidmore College Library's mobile site (http://lib.skdimore.edu/m), the presenter will 
discuss outsourced and in-house options for mobile web development. The session will include 
information about how to test sites with multiple devices, redirect mobile devices to a mobile site, and 
disciss a variety of resources for building your mobile web site. Attendees will leave with a good sense of 
how to launch a mobile site from scratch. 

 

Trends at a glance: A management dashboard of library statistics 

Emily Morton-Owens, Karen Hanson  

An academic medical library was presented with the means and motivation to capitalize on data about 
its operations. First, several systems were converted to open-source software, making more data than 
ever accessible to the systems librarians. Second, the library was working to automate data collection 
for benchmarking surveys like ARL and AAHSL. Data was being collected but was scattered in different 
systems. Presenting it in a format that could be conveniently perused at any time, not just when the 
annual statistics were being compiled, would improve decision makersâ€™ ability to identify trends that 
help optimize, adapt, and update services. 

The systems librarians started to build a dashboard that would offer up-to-date, rolling information on 
library operations. Data sources include Google Analytics (website use), Koha (catalog use, circulation, 
etc.), a ticket-management system (question type and response time), LibraryH3lp (IM reference 
operator performance and query volume), plus gate count and other metrics. The display builds on an 
existing single-sign-on system (to limit access to library staff) and a graphics visualization plug-in.  

The presentation will explore the problems that led to this project, the design influences that inspired 
the work (data presentation expert Edward Tufte and beyond), and user feedback. Arriving at a useful 
display requires an iterative approach starting with experimentation, refined based on real-world use. 
Because other libraries will have their own unique data sources, the presentation will focus on the 
problem-solving and design aspects of the project rather than the specific code used to interface with 
local data sources. 

 



Two Approaches to Preserving Data at the St. Louis Fed 

Adrienne Brennecke, Pamela Campbell  

The Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis preserves important historical documents and economic data on 
its FRASER and ALFRED web sites. Librarians in the Homer Jones Memorial Library have played a key part 
in identifying and preserving this data. Hear about the problems encountered and solutions developed 
with these web-based projects. Discover how libraries can use these freely available resources as well as 
how libraries might play a more active role in data preservation.  

 Our digital projects librarians seek out historically important collections, including data and statistics, to 
digitize and make available to the public on the FRASER web site. Primary source materials such as 
Congressional inquiries into Wall Street practices during the 1930's provide insight into the present 
economic climate. Digitized banking publications offer rare and historical data that aid our 
understanding of history and policy decisions.  As the Federal Reserve's Centennial approaches in 2013, 
FRASER's rich archive of historical documents greatly informs the commemoration, and helps this special 
library show its value to the organization. 

 Economic data are frequently revised as more information becomes available, but what happens to the 
initial estimates? Often they are lost forever, but thanks to the efforts of librarians at the Federal 
Reserve Bank of St. Louis, this data is now being preserved. Through the ALFRED web site, you can see 
economic data as they were known on a specific date in history. Vintage (real time) economic data 
allows academics to reproduce others' research, build more accurate forecasting models, and analyze 
economic policy decisions using the data available at the time. Learn about the library's role in tracking 
down the data that was nearly lost, how the ALFRED database is structured to capture revisions in an 
efficient and scalable manner, and how ALFRED can be used for economic "time travel." 

 

VIVO: Enabling the Discovery of Research and Scholarship 

Colleen Cuddy, Paul Albert  

VIVO is an open source, semantic web application that enables the discovery of research and scholarship 
across disciplinary and administrative boundaries in an institution through interlinked profiles of people 
and other research-related information. Originally developed at Cornell University, VIVO was expanded 
through a $12.2 million stimulus grant from the National Center for Research Resources (NCRR) of the 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) to the University of Florida and six partner institutions: Cornell 
University; Indiana University; Ponce School of Medicine; The Scripps Research Institute; Washington 
University School of Medicine; and Weill Cornell Medical College (WCMC).  

Library staff at VIVO partner institutions play a vital role in the project. Libraries have traditionally 
enjoyed strong liaison relationships with their communities – offering assistance on projects and 
providing customized information and technology support. As they do elsewhere, WCMC library staff 
play a key role in data curation and the development of local and project-wide ontological frameworks. 



Librarians and library staff are an ideal intermediary between the VIVO platform and the biomedical 
research community.  

Thus far, WCMC has identified authoritative data sources from internal systems; devised a method for 
profiling physicians based on the patient encounter notes stored in the electronic medical record; 
extracted diagnosis data and derived preliminary physician profiles, and refined SNOMED based 
expertise search tools. In the remaining year of the grant and going forward, we expect to begin training 
and outreach efforts to the user community at Weill Cornell Medical College and CTSC Partners 
(Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, Hunter, Hospital for Special Surgery); implement an ICD-based 
expertise identification algorithm; implement multi-institutional networking; and expand data sources 
for data ingest.  

Using data ingested from institutional sources of record and external sources, VIVO populates data-rich 
profiles of scholars and researchers with the following metadata: publication, grants, educational 
background, research interests, outreach activities, teaching, awards, professional affiliations, and more. 
Data in VIVO conform to a public ontology of types and relationships that can be extended for local 
needs via the ontology editor included with the VIVO application. VIVO's ontology supports faceted 
searching for quick retrieval of people, organizations, events, and research-related information. 
Institutional VIVOs and other compatible profiling applications are producing data to form a rich 
network of information, which can be searched to foster collaboration across institutions and enable 
open sharing of research discovery. VIVO is funded by the National Institutes of Health, U24 RR029822. 
For more information about VIVO, visit: http://vivoweb.org. 

 

Using artificially intelligent conversational agents to extend library services 

David Newyear, Michele McNeal  

In the wake of State budget cuts, two Ohio libraries are working in partnership to develop and 
implement artificially intelligent virtual agents. Targeting both the least and most proficient computer 
users, an artificial intelligence agent can offer instruction and assistance to users unfamiliar with the 
library’s services and resources.  This presentation will discuss the need for artificial intelligence agents 
in libraries, the process of bot creation and customization using aiml markup language, implementation, 
and user response. The various implementations of the agents (website, WebPac, information kiosk) will 
be demonstrated. 

 

 


